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Emotion, Sense and Creativity are the core values of the
brand.
Meant to be accessible to all, from the small silver pendant on
a cord to the one of a kind custom-made 18K jewels, collections are organized in two themes: Elements and Nature
Elements explore the pure geometrical shapes. A sensual and
playful translation of sobriety most particularly in the
«motion» pieces such as the Cosmic « Magic » Ring and its
innovative patented concept where the stone moves freely
with every hand movement.
The theme Nature is a tribute to the living world with universal and symbolic representations as in the « Gingko » Collection, a precious way to wear the sacred leaf of eternity.
"All the elements are in nature and all of nature is elements"

A French jeweler of Armenian
descent, Nathalie Sévikian
creates collections to tell
stories.
Born in Provence, she kept this
crucial link to the nature that
surrounds us.
Her favorite color, blue
tourmaline is an irresistible
evocation of the Mediterranean azure.
An autodidact designer and a graduate from the International Institute of gemology in Antwerp, the noble art of craftsmen is part of all of her creations.
Voluble, opened to others and their culture, she conceives
her jewelry as exchanges with her clients, infusing that extra
piece of soul that makes them intimate objects.
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Eléments: the purity of forms

A Nathalie Sevikian patent, the ring Cosmic
magic fascinates with its perpetual motion,
real evocation of the universe that surrounds
us, the stone move at the slightest movement.

With its sphere freely rotating on its axis,
the Cosmic Lucky ring is very playfull
(ludique), a sensual feeling to experience.
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Nature: a tribute to the world

A very ancient tree full of meaning the
Ginkgo is a lucky charm. A house specialty,
the earwrap concept allows all ear pieces
fans - including non-pierced ears or sensitive
to clips – to wear unusual sophisticated
jewels.

Ancestral symbol of fecundity and prosperity, the Yoni range is declined around the
conch shell, also called caury. A modern
talisman for her or for him, it is a best seller
of the brand.
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Hair Jewels

Conceived as genuine jewels, Nathalie
Sévikian « only precious for hair » combine noble metals (gold and silver),
precious stones, hand crafted natural
horn and rare woods.

Allies of femininity, they
bring
a
glamorous
dimension to your hair
style.
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+33 (0)6 07 13 89 67
ns@nathaliesevikian.com
13, rue Froissart
75003 Paris
tel: +33 (0)1 40 27 93 44
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